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Learning Experience

Very grateful to the CP company give us the opportunity to let us able to 
communicate to Thailand to visit let me know in this short 26 days to Thailand today's 
current state of the economy and Thai culture also learned the influence of the CP 
group in Thailand we even have three days to the action of 7-eleven outlets for 
internship outlets brother sisters are very good to us although we speak the language 
but they are very patient to teach us what to do rest time also do not forget please we 
eat some Thai local snacks in Thailand this month, let me see the Thai people 
enthusiasm with our Taiwan almost identical to thank CP company for us to PAT TAYA 
travel 3 days that 3 naive let me enjoy to travel three days we also have to visit several 
companies with CP cooperation of several firms in less than a month this internship 
visit let me experience a lot of Thai culture even our plans for this weekend trip to 
visit the home of coral islands near PATTAYA Thai beach and the sea is really beautiful 
but has been polluted in some places hope PATTAYA don't become Taiwan's kenting
every day after work we will be all about a about to go to the night market in Thailand 
and eat snacks in Thailand Thai food is really cheap and good sometimes back to the 
dormitory after work very tired, don't want to go out to run into 7 - 11 buy food to eat 
because we know the quality of the CP group security do well don't need to worry as 
the food is good and it is no wonder that others say Thailand must come back to 
Taiwan after I eat 7-11 will often patronage CP group of goods this time to visit 
Thailand I have learned a lot of things I don't know will eat to I didn't eat any snacks 
here, I want to thank you again for the CP group to give us the opportunity to let I can 
deep experience in Thailand and of affection hope I can have the chance to return to 
here to travel or work.
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Learning Experience

Before coming to Thailand at the beginning, I was a little nervous before the meeting in Taiwan,
because I knew CP ALL still had strength in Thailand at that time. Moreover, as the Leader this
time, I had more responsibilities, which made me grow more.

When I saw the scale of PIM, I also heard from the director that PIM's concept of education
also felt CP ALL's way of education to give back to the society, allowing their students to learn a
lot of international things and various departments to make it easier for students to find their
future career.

CP ALL also arranged a lot of visits, which allowed us to see many powerful foreign enterprises
and department stores. I learned a lot from these visits, for example, HUAWEL and MAMA
Instant noodles are both well-known companies in the worldHUAWEL's technology in these
years is really, really great. It invented 5G and 8K picture quality. The company also has MAMA
Instant noodles.

CP ALL will be we go to a local 7-11 stores practice which is very rare though only a short three
days because of language - is doing in this paragraph of time is limited but observed the
difference of thais and tourist consumption are not the same as what time to buy things what
goods sell well in Thailand, this let me learn Thai 7-11 is very important, in the work can feelThe
story of the bottom employees and their hard work so don't forget their hard work.

Thanks for CP ALL's care and arrangement, I learned a lot about Thailand and economy in 26
daysFinally, I would like to thank PM Ainne for taking care of 16 people at one time, which is
really not easy. I also want to thank many PIM students, who are very enthusiastic to
communicate with us and help us with translation. I am very happy to know them.
Finally, thank you CP ALL.
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Learning Experience

“An internship in Thailand?”
“Well!”
“To work as a laborer?”
This is probably the most common thing I hear before I go to Thailand for an internship.

The day I went abroad, the sky with a few white clouds, the weather is rare good. The first time I went out with fifteen an unfamiliar person, and 
we had to spend twenty-six days together. We boarded the plane to Thailand, arrived there, Try local Thai food at a restaurant. After the meal, we 
continued to take the van that our company had prepared for us to the place where we would stay for the month-Cordia Residence Sathorn. This is 
a modest hotel. The counter staff greeted us with the warmest smile. The fatigue of the day disappeared. There's nothing missing from this room 
but it is no hot water. The first night was spent without hot water to bathe in. 

From the second day, CP ALL arranged us to attend classes in PANYAPIWAT INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT. From these courses, I know 
more about the historical background of Thailand, economic profile, Geographical location advantage, etc. They also communicate with each other 
through taking classes with local students. The most special thing in this week should be learning Go. While listening to the lecture, the lecturer 
mentioned the whole concept of development just like playing Go. So, we went to go classroom to play go. It was a really inappropriate activity 
for me. The first week ended with a visit to a department store (ICONSIAM) invested by CP group. It's the only department store to move the 
floating market indoors. It's really special.

In the first three days of the second week, we went to the branches of 7-11 for internship. The store I was assigned to was just downstairs from the 
company. It's a big store and there will also be many tourists from all over the world. These three days have been very fulfilling, except for 
learning the principle of First In, First Out and I helped mend a lot of goods. My colleagues are very nice and warm but it's probably just too busy. 
There has no time for small talk and interaction. Three days passed in a hurry. Next day, we visit Huawei. The narrator is really cute. After 
roughly understanding the general situation of Huawei. I also talked to him about some digressions and have different views on international 
affairs. It was a very rewarding day! I'm learning Thai dance and making Thai books this week. I am not a very good dancer. It is a little difficult 
for me to learn in half an hour. This week feels very fast and I have learned a lot of new things.

Soon came the third week, this week's focus is on learning Thai food. We learned Tom Yam Kung and Thai milk tea. Our group won't eat 
anything. The addition of things messy, the results are acceptable. Thai milk tea is really good, but I like tea stronger. Everyone has their own 
special flavor of milk tea, quite interesting. Our teacher is very nice and lovely, and always says I am like a child. After the one-day holiday, the 
company arranged Pattaya to relax for three days. I went to visit the largest 7-11 in Thailand. The shape of the boat and the robot in the diving suit 
are all local characteristics. We lived behind the beach and I played volleyball on the beach with our classmates in the afternoon. Also, to the 
hotel's swimming pool to soak in the heat. These days eat restaurant is not beside the sea is beside the mountains, enjoy food at the same time, the 
vision is also satisfied. In addition to the schedule CP ALL arranged for us, we also visited Chatuchak Weekend Market、The Camp、JJ Mall、
Amphawa Floating Market、Maeklong Train Market、Phuket during the weekend.

These twenty days, from the beginning of every day to wake up mourning to the habit of getting up early, never eat spicy to eat hot, plan our own 
foreign trips, etc. These are great experiences in a strange country like Thailand. I was nervous about communicating with foreigners at the 
beginning, but now I can speak more fluently. Many experiences and various visits and internships cannot be experienced by traveling. I am very 
glad to have the opportunity to practice abroad. This month in Thailand has also changed my thoughts and values. The original unfamiliar sixteen 
also conversant. The harvest of the whole month cannot be explained in a few words or a single experience.
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Before I took the flight, I was really excited to prepare this journey. I am afraid that my Thai can’t handle with any problem
and I can’t adapt to it. The best way that shoud be going with the flow. After flying for about three hours, I slept all the
flight time until we arrived Bangkok. The next day, we started our trip. I came to the PIM Academy, which was founded by
“CP All”. When I heard it in the morning that the story of established by Chia Tai Group. I am very impressed. Before I came
to Thailand, I had a preliminary understanding of Chia Tai Group. However, when I received the detailed information, it was
really different. The industry involved in it covered almost all of it. I went to the PIM student restaurant for the lunch. It
was deeply shocked to me. Everyone uses e-card to buy the food. The arrangement of the tables and chairs is really
different in Taiwan. In the afternoon, Thai culture courses let us know that Thailand is not only a Buddhist country but also
how they respect the royal family, as well as they were really to respect for seniority. It’s similar with culture in Taiwan.
When I played Go game, I felt boring in the beginning. Because the teacher explained the rules which I did not understand
at all. However, the practice of playing the game by ourselves. It began interesting and needs a lot of concentration.
Otherwise, the teacher divided the all students into five gourps to competition. It is easy to see the effect of everyone's
learning. The students came from the same schools and the other schools. This is a great opportunity to know each other. I
always think that is not interested about the sedentary activites, becaues I do not have enough patience. In that day, I
understand that nothing is impossible. The next day, I learned some simple Thai conversations. Some Thai students
practice Thai with us. They also learned Chinese from us. It is very surprising that they are very comprehensive in
education. They study a variety of courses. The Chinese language course is almost all English. I really admire them. In the
afternoon, they went to PIM's 7-11 store for the next three days practical session. It must to pay attention with this class in
the 7-11 store. In the group activities, where some Thai high school students played with us, let us know the Thai students
through this opportunity, they can speak in Chinese. That’s impressive. When I go to ICONSIAM in Bangkok. Visiting the
department store, listening to the introduction of the department store supervisor, let me know that the brand stores and
so on gathered in this department store are all using the most exclusive brand or the unique products of this department
store to attract customers. The three-day 7-11 store internship , everyone is very good at getting along with patience to
teach us, even we had some language problems. In the past three days, we have observed the shopping habits of Thai
people, which is different with Taiwan people. In Huawei visited, the leader of the company's R&D department introduced
Huawei, let us know about the development of Huawei, the industries covered by the company, and let us see the
development under the support of the government. The next leaning Thai dance and Thai cooking-Tom Yam Kung, Thai
mike tea. Let us know the Thai eating habits, in the afternoon, business in Thailand and 7-11 business in Thailand, a little
shocked, especially Thailand 711 very deep into people's lives. Finally came to pattaya, visit Siam serpentarium, visit 7-
ELEVEN tara pattaya, visit Thai president foods public company limited, visit Sturgis superuser public company limited, all
are shocking, especially the instant noodle factory, let us know How did it promote Thailand to other countries through
the bubble, let everyone know about Thailand by diet, came to Thailand for nearly a month, lived in Thailand, adapted to
the different eating habits of Taiwan, and also used this In a month, I learned about the cp all that hosted us, as well as
agriculture-based Thailand. There is also a difference between the living habits of Thai people and Taiwan. During this
time, I dare not say more about Thailand, but I believe that the initial understanding is certain, and I am very grateful to cp
all for the arrangement and care of this time. Let us have this opportunity to come to Thailand to learn all this.
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It is important to build up the international perspective for being a student of the Department 
of International Business; it is often to see the pictures of foreign countries through the books 
in the class; however, what we have experienced in person is few, so that, learning through 
practice abroad is always one of my dreams. Gratefully, I had the chance to be the intern in the 
CP All in Thailand, besides the local lifestyle, we also visited several factories of the 
conglomerate which was quite an eye-opener. 

In addition to the corporate visit, we also had the classes in the Panyapiwat Institute of 
Management (PIM), where offered great courses, such as Thai class, cooking class, introduction 
to Thai market, and the Thai dance, which made me learn more about the local customs in 
Thailand. 

The three days working in the 7-11 was the most impressive part of these internship, we not 
only replenished and arrange the store, but also observed the Thai people’s shopping habits, 
for example, before going to work in the morning, they like to buy milk; the street vendors 
outside are accustomed to buying big bottled water… etc. This internship made me know more 
about Thailand, although we only stayed in Bangkok, it will have been an unforgettable 
experience in my whole life, and I believe it will be helpful for the job-searching in the future. 

During this period of time in Thailand, we had the help of teachers, PM, and Thai partners, 
which made our life in Thailand much smoother. During the three days of internship in 7-11, 
our partners would also come to see us to see if we had any maladjustment. Thanks to 
everyone's care, this internship ended perfectly and smoothly.

Thanks to the school and CP ALL group, this month has benefited me a lot and made me 
stronger and brave.
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Learning Experience

First of all, I have to appreciate Group CP gave me this chance for the internship to Thailand which
makes us experienced the differences between Corporations of Taiwan and Thailand.
During these 26 days, we have visited many different businesses and went to PIM for classes. I think
PIM is very similar to vocational schools in Taiwan. We paid a visit to a reality of the classroom, this is
the classroom of airplane department , the school in order to make students feel illustrates its true
according to the appearance of the plane made a the same classroom, from here can feel founded
the school the teacher said that the CP group, is to want to be able to give back to society, to train
the students into knowledge comprehensive, innovative, applied talents with high quality.
Another impressive course was learning GO. At the beginning, we didn't understand why we were
arranged to learn GO in the internship. Later, we understood from our teacher that the model and
concept of CP group opening 711 in Thailand came from GO. With the model and concept, the
exhibition store of 711 in Thailand was rapidly expanded to have the current scale. During these 3-
day internship at 711, we were assigned to different 711s for internship. Which 711 I was assigned
was near the school and hospital. The rush hours of our store is 8-9 am, 11-13 PM and 16-1730 PM.
When we went there in the morning, our colleagues taught us how to arrange the goods, keep them
clean, and the commodities should be first in first out, which means that the old things should be
placed in the front of the shelf, and the new commodities should be placed in the back, this way can
avoid theexpired product. Later, we went to the freezer there was really cold. First of all, we need to
see which drinks need to be replenished. Then, we need to write it down and then go to the
warehouse to replenish the drinks. Durind these 3days internship may be due to poor language
communication, so we can't really serve the public or communicate with colleagues, but I hope we
can really help them in these three days.
Subsequently interviewed several related enterprises and CP All, listening to each enterprise's
development process and ideas, and a variety of innovative ideas and technology, etc., I think that
businesses in Thailand have thought to expand better, and is planning exhibition shop is not like
Taiwan enterprise blind expansion of malignant failed. Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to
CP All for giving me this opportunity to come to Thailand and truly integrate into the local life. I have
benefited a lot in the past month. If there is any chance, I will definitely come to Thailand again!

康芝齊 KANG, CHIH-CHI
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Learning Experience

Often in our side can be exposed to many things about
Thailand: Thai restaurants, taste the sweet and spicy taste of Thai food, when the opportunity to follow the 
school held in Thailand internship, let me feel very excited and looking forward to can learn more about 
Thailand, past history, monuments and Thai life patterns and culture, At the same time also learned some 
simple and practical Thai to do communication. Thai characters: through the mentor explained and 
introduced, so that the original impression of Thailand is ghost film and the ghost of me have more 
understanding, but also because Thailand for the third sex of the idea is very open, on the road to wipe the 
female may be the third sex is not so unknown, let me be surprised, dressed brightly, dress edgy, dress 
up,It's a compliment to me as a woman. The stereotype of Thailand in the past was the extremely hot and 
dry climate and the roads were littered with garbage and dirt, and the period spent in Thailand completely 
subverted my previous impression, and it is even more important to say that the prosperity of Bangkok and 
Taipei, the capital of Taiwan, may be uneven, in terms of road traffic, Bangkok in addition to more traffic 
congestion on the road,Mass transit is on par with BTS and Taipei's MRT.
The company involved in this internship is CP ALL Group, which gives me a lot of vision, not only SIAM 
department stores, food industry, TURE telecom, as well as the ubiquitous 7-Eleven retail for the head 
office. In 7-11 internship 3 days, at first not familiar with the location and content of the goods, through the 
shop colleagues a step slowly explain and demonstrate to us to understand, and then let us to explore the 
location of other goods, improve our location of goods and the speed of replenishment, although only put 
the goods up, but is also a very important step, If you do not put the goods in the refrigerator early ice 
storage, no goods can be sold, there are no customers, there is no 7-11 of the existence of the meaning.
In the end, we are all able to complete the in-store replenishment work on our own, so not only the cash 
register staff is important, behind the scenes of the order of goods and placement are indispensable staff, 
but also let me full of a sense of accomplishment to end this 3 days in 7-Eleven internship time. On holiday, 
we went to the Ampava Water Market, the river looks very cloudy and mixed with a lot of garbage, 
although there is a visual impact, the current did not smell the stench, I was very surprised.
Listen to the guide explain that the opening hours are only holidays because the people who live there open 
shops for their neighbors to buy, and finally become a tourist attraction. This time to Thailand, in fact, 
washed a lot of past I have the stereotype of Southeast Asian countries.
I used to think that Southeast Asian countries are more dirty, in fact, Bangkok's city scene is full of many 
high-rise buildings and department stores, although there are many old buildings, but the streets are quite 
clean, is a future will want to play again in the country。
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This is my first time abroad,and I will stay so long.I'm afraid I won't be able to adapt enough. I'll go back to Taiwan

early,but think of following the school schedule.In order to academic credit,must complete this practice.

We arrived in Thailand the next day to PIM,take us to visit the aviation department of the simulation cabin

classroom, try to be a flight attendant.This is a very special experience.

The next day we're all day round chess classes.In the course of the game I met different opponents, see their

layout, careful.

And then we on the basis of the Thai lesson, the favorite is to teach to sing the song of roast chicken, the teacher

three students on stage dance to show us, awkward they dance very well.

Afternoon group kang activities, let me know two lovely sisters, with unfamiliar Chinese hard to remember my

data.

In the evening we took BTS to buy daily necessities, back to the dormitory to sit tuk-tuk, experience Taiwan does

not have the car.

The second week we in 7-11 internship three days, feet are very sour, standing very uncomfortable, sometimes

more free time, I can observe the guests' consumption habits, what products sell best and so on, but also see

other 7-Eleven to our store, this is a rare situation in Taiwan.

Then we also learn traditional dance, people's little sister dance so standard and so beautiful,

I dance like a physical disability, in addition to teaching us to make a notebook, make a notebook of their own

Thai style.

The first day of the third week taught us to make Thai spicy soup and Thai milk tea, Thai spicy soup is really a

name, pepper put more than;

Thai milk tea originally I thought to put condensed milk to, the result in addition to condensed milk, but also put

milkman and milk, changed my concept, and then we went to PATTAYA three days, the first day visited a snake

museum, The sleeping snake is cute, also knows some venomous snakes, and also sees an employee to help

the snake bathe the process, the snake looks a little forced to bathe feeling; we also visit Thailand's largest 7-11,

there is a large screen inside, the view of the sea floor, through the scene of the camera back; Looking at the

division of labor, professional, and to visit the plastic factory, they make a drop-resistant, durable container, but

also with some large enterprises to work with.

These processes, in addition to the company arranged the schedule , I saw a lot of new things, including

Thailand's wild birds are not afraid of people, cats are also, orderly traffic, food street to change card storage

value, can buy things, etc. , thank the company to help us in a short period of time to arrange such a complete

schedule, Thank you to the students and Miss. Annie in any time we need to translate into Chinese to know,

thank each of the teachers who helped us in class, understand Thailand's economy, beliefs, customs, let us

closer to this strange place.
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Learning Experience

Sixteen people who did not know each other flew more than 2,000 kilometers to Thailand, which is located
in the advantageous geographical location of southeast Asia, and started a 26-day internship trip in
Thailand.On the first night we came to Thailand, P Ann took us to taste authentic Thai food, which was
really different from the Thai food we had in Taiwan.The next day it was PANYAPIWAT INSTITUTE OF
MANAGEMENT .I also heard about the business run by CP ALL, one of the top two large companies in
Thailand, in Thailand, from breeding industry, retail industry, telecommunications industry, real estate,
finance, almost everything needed in ALL aspects of life.There are not only such a huge company in Thailand,
but also many subsidiaries and related enterprises in overseas regions. The whole territory is extended from
southeast Asia to Asia, Europe, and the Americas. With such a large company and a total number of
employees of more than 200,000, it is necessary to have certain experience, philosophy and mode in
operation.Internship at 7-11 that three days have clear understanding to the 7-11 is they can make in the
open, short street there is a reason is between 2.3 is that they can be really big demand every day almost is
to the convenience store to buy any commodity, unlike Taiwan to 7-11 May be in urgent need of will to the
convenience store to buy.In the following days, I also learned the Thai language and how to make Thai sour
and hot soup and Thai milk, and learned how to dance Thai authentic dance . Thank CP ALL for giving me
this opportunity to have a deeper understanding of Thai culture, cuisine and business operation. During the
three days from 17th to 19th, CP ALL took us to PATTAYA, a beautiful resort, to relax for three days. The sea
here in kenting was even blue, the beach was even whiter than that in kenting, and the garbage was much
less. We also saw people from different countries. In the free time, we also went to visit Chatuchak
Weekend Market and Train Night Market Ratchada, which were both big Night markets and sold things with
high prices. In addition, we also visited Big C. MAKRO sells a lot of things with a complete range. Floating
Market is a special Market where merchants sail small boats along a river to sell goods, a sight Taiwan has
never seen before. We took advantage of a holiday to arrange Phuket. At first, we wondered why so many
foreigners went to Thailand for a holiday. After we went there, we realized that Phuket and Pattaya were
really relaxing resorts. Thank CP ALL for giving me this opportunity to have a deeper understanding of Thai
culture, cuisine and business operation. It also makes me understand that Taiwan's 7-11 is really a service,
while Thailand's 7-11 is a demand. Taiwan can refer to Thailand's 7-11 product diversity, and Thailand's 7-11
can also refer to Taiwan's 7-11 delivery goods or Ibon machines to provide more diversified services.
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Sixteen totally unknown people flew more than 2,000 kilometers to Thailand, which is located in the
advantageous geographical location of southeast Asia, and started a 26-day internship trip in Thailand. but
to practice and visit CP ALL cooperation and owned by the company, in our Taiwan doesn't like CP ALL of the
company, they have their own companies in each industry enterprises, Taiwan's big companies, however, is
an industry leader, CP ALL is their heritage to the territory to a variety of industries, A few days ago
PANYAPIWAT INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT, introduce to us about the history OF Thailand and the name OF
the origin, and teaches us to sing their songs, let us to communicate with their students 1 vs1, we teach
them Chinese, they teach us, Thai, also let me know more about Thailand students, among them 3 days it's
time to go to their 7-11 internship, the first day is very not accustomed to, because they have to 7-11 to buy
things, and even people will in the next traditional market into 7-11 to buy salt and oil, The 7-11 is no in
Taiwan, because Taiwan 7-11 is too expensive, so most people won't be 7-11 to buy things, unless the
supermarket is not open to the 7-11 to buy, 7-11 Thailand is to sell goods, however, Taiwan's 7-eleven
preferred to sell service, the next day, they taught me how to fill replenishment and refrigerator, can make
us more to compare with Taiwan 7-11 Thailand 7-11 difference, on the third day, doing things very
accustomed to, this three days I found they buy pick-me-up with freshly brewed coffee very much, Three
days later, I learned the difference between us. What impressed me most was that they took us to make
Thai food and Thai milk tea. We made Tom Yum Gung, which was something I would see in almost every
meal when I came to Thailand. I think the taste is very special, and I have never tasted this kind of taste in
Taiwan. Usual we often eat instant noodles but have not seen the instant noodle production line is how
long, this time just have this opportunity to bubble instant noodles factory visit the production process, and
I think the gap is very big, is almost always use the machine to make, is a secondary machine operation,
instant noodle cups are made with a channel and then shipped, very spectacular. One weekend, we
arranged ourselves to phuket island for 2 days and one night. Sitting in the pool, we could see the whole
beach, which was very relaxing and comfortable. In the evening, I also went to a place without any lights,
looking at the sky, which was full of stars. CP ALL treated us to go to pattaya. The beach in pattaya was very
beautiful. It was very comfortable for us to have dinner at the beach under the night sky, which let me
forget a lot of troubles. This internship allowed me to experience many things that I could not learn in class,
and it was also different from the general feeling of going abroad for fun. Because this internship lasted for
26 days in Thailand instead of just one week, I saw it more widely and carefully, and it was a very
worthwhile internship.
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In spit of receiving many speeches about Thailand before going to the internship, I was still not
very familiar with Thailand. We spent twenty two days in Thailand to visit many corporates,
such as some companies which is invested by Chia Tai Group. Through the visits, we understood
the operations and management of these corporates. It is worth mentioning that I have learned
some information about Chia Tai Group in Taiwan, but I never thought it would be such a large
group which was from retailing to education industry. We also went to the PANYAPIWAT
INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT to learn basic Thai、Traditional Thai dance and cook the Thai
food like Tom Yum Gung and Thai milk tea. Although Thai and traditional Thai dance is difficult
but PIM’s teacher made them funny just to get a little bit of interest in Thai. We also go to the
Thailand’s 7-11 to practice for three days. Although not very good communication with the
employees in the store but they still teach us that something we can do. I think the 7-11 in Thai
is very different than Taiwan’s 7-11, 7-11 in Thailand sells convenient but 7-11 in Taiwan sells
service, 7-11 in Thailand many so a person need to responsible for employees to work may not
be many, but relatively 7-11 staff in Taiwan are very few, so that each employee assigned to
work will become more content. We also went to the flagship store of 7-11 in Pattaya.
Compared with other stores, the products of the flagship store are more and more abundant.
And the beach in Pattaya is very different than kenting because the beaches are clean. Thanks
CP ALL company sponsor us to Pattaya. We also took advantage of our spare time to go to the
Train Night Market Ratchada、Chatuchak Weekend Market、Floating Market、Maeklon grail
way market. Go to these special markets to have a look. Although there are a lot of tourists,
they can also see a lot of traditional Thai architecture and food. Take advantage of your rest
time to have a look at the customs different from those in Taiwan. I am very happy to have this
opportunity to work as an intern in Thailand. Thanks to Chia Tai Group for giving me the
opportunity to come to Thailand and get to know Thailand further. I also want to thank PIM for
letting us learn some Thai things. I believe I will have the opportunity to use what I have
learned in Thailand in the future, and I will have the opportunity to come to Thailand again.
Thank you Chia Tai Group.
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When I first came to this place, I was a little worried about whether it would be difficult to live or not, and I 
was still a little reluctant. When I chose to do my internship, I often thought, is this really what I want? But 
from the first day of experience, I think I've fallen in love with this choice.

On July 2
We went to PIM, entered the school, into the encounter is a huge aircraft cabin set on the second floor of 
high platform, is very magnificent .

The activity of today and the purpose is to introduce myself, and the senior official introduce themselves.I
was shock that the all thai people there, speak chinese fluent all, and this also let me reflection that my 
ability is insufficient, then watch CP ALL covered by the industry, enterprise scale is very large, arranged in a 
wide variety of content.After lunch,we go to the plane cabin, The inside is said to be a complete contrast, 
for the things I have ever seen and let me feel very novel.

After dinner, we went to the 7-11 beside the restaurant to visit and listen to the introduction of Xiao xia, 
who accompanied us. It is the ten-thousan seven-eleven in Thailand. Once we entered the track above the 
head, there was a robot to greet us, which was very stunning.

On July 3
Study GO is today's schedule, i was thought,why we should learn this, when teacher explain it,i have 
changed, the teacher told us that learning  GO because vice-president of the CP ALL very like this, he think it 
can help business ability, teaching after a period of time, teacher prepared a small game, I also got the 
champion, very with a sense of accomplishment.

After that, we went to the CP ALL building to get our clothes for internship next week. Sister ANNINE told us 
something to be careful about. The rules were similar to those in Taiwan.
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On July 4
Today we go to PIM with some basic Thai lessons, class teacher JAY, arranged for us to sit around Thai 
students, they can almost say a fluent Chinese, our Thai is even communication difficulties, class content is 
numbers, food, greeting and dancing, very happy, and too soon to end.

In the afternoon, to the junior school department to visit, I was saw there are experiments, dancing, music, 
each student seems to be full of talent, after the end of the here, 7-11 internship before the advocacy, after 
the advocacy,we go to the opposite classroom,to play some games with Thai student. Teacher JAY told us, 
the intention of playing games,when you work in the future, not afraid to know others,and let people know 

who you are, how to help you.

On July 5

Today's event is go to visit ICONSIAM , in Taiwan, I has never seen such a style of department stores, but 
this also let me understand that this is not a place I can consume, we followed the guide to the service 
center, listen to the vision of the enterprise, the future outlook, the speaker speaks fluent Chinese, 
completely inviolation of the sense of complacency. At the back of the Q-A, we raised the question that the 
Electrical Chamber of Commerce would not affect the business, and their answer was that they had a lot of 
limited items that were absolutely not available elsewhere, so that customers could be encouraged to visit 
for a visit.
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On July 8 to 10

Start in 7-11 internship, 7 a.m. early morning dress up, afraid that we late will give everyone a bad impression, the first day 
to that side, because the language and they  doesn’t understand how to do, so take us to the lounge, most of them use the 
mobile phone translation to communicate, tell us to wait for the manager , When the manager arrived,she told us to do 
First in First out, so we started to line up the goods, and by noon the aunt in the store took us to dinner. When we come 
back, we continue to work, feel that can not help, but we can only try.
The next day, the same very early to the company, waiting for a while, the night manager told us some things to take, and 
asked some of our personal data, and said to each other to call what, the relationship feels a little better, today helped a 
lot of help, help some foreigners find items.
The third day, today is the last day, time passed quickly, everyone's relationship feels good, the same repeated, 
occasionally help find items, the most special thing that happened today is that the refrigerator burned,me and colleague 
hurry to put items down , although has been off work, but can not be ignored.

On July 11

Today we go to HuaWei's Technology Exhibition Center, which feels alert, have to register to enter, when I enter, a variety 
of screens into the eye. Explained a lot, the impression is more profound is, intelligent city system, as long as the mobile 
phone connected to the Internet, the central can read your message, the boundary and judge the local congestion and 
issued a traffic jam warning, next to the camera, can read the face, and log in, read your data, when you are photographed 
to do something inappropriate, your credit will be reduced with Huawei's recent international news a little more, 
inevitably will worry about some personal issues, in this regard their explanation seems to be a little bit conservative, so 
not much to say.

On July 12 
Today to PIM to learn traditional dance, learn how some traditional wear and i feel very fresh, although the dance is 
difficult to remember, it was performance and clumsy end.After the end of the show,they took us to do handmade books 
together, very grateful to the school mate helped me a lot of help, because I don’t have any visual beauty, after all,we have 
a happy atmosphere ended.

Afternoon visited the robot research room and hotel practice classroom, inside the contents are not unfamiliar, as early as 
high school may be able to see in the school, but may be more sophisticated. The last lesson Yang director to explain the 
general situation of the Kingdom of Thailand, most of the content of the JAY teacher also spoke, teacher JAY also shared his 
experience as a monk, the purpose is to put the temple learned moral application in society.
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On July 15
This morning to PIM's kitchen to learn how to make traditional Thai spicy soup TOM YUM GONG and Thai milk tea, the 
teacher has demonstrated once, so very easy, the material sits ready for you, I think I can cook may be better than the 
restaurant, the back of the production of Thai milk tea, adjust our favorite taste,i feel i can open a Thai restaurant in Taiwan.

On July 17 to July 19
We went to Pattaya, the road to the Siam Serpentarium,it was a great experience, watched a lot of performances, the next 
day to the flagship 7-11 in Pattaya to visit, very beautiful, boat-shaped frame in the second floor of 7-11, which also has set 
up robots, very techsense, After the visit we went to the mama bubble noodle factory to visit, the first time into the 
bubble factory, very interesting, inside can not take pictures or quite a pity. On the last day, on the back way,we go to the 
Naimi plastic factory Srithai, most of Thailand's plastic products are made by them, one into the factory, very sultry, saw a 
variety of items manufactured, and then give us some raw materials to play.

In these days of experience, the harvest abundant, each teacher, director, school mate, in our trouble when we helped us, 
we also experienced the Thai customs, compared with Taiwan will not lose, so I am honored to participate in this Thai 
internship program, I think in the future, if there is the intention of a master's degree, PIM may be one of the options I'm 
referring to.
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"Stay hungry Stay foolish." Steve Jobs gave a message to students at Stanford university's graduation 
ceremony in 2005. That is to say, we must keep the initial intention of learning, pursue the desire for 
knowledge, step by step, down-to-earth learning. This is a sentence which I like very much, also let 
me understand the importance of learning.

In CP ALL I learned that an enterprise must invest a lot of manpower and resources in its operation 
and management, set a common goal to practice, and take learning as the starting point. 7-11 
internship this three days in Thailand, we learn the replenishment of knowledge, check the date for 
the goods, confirm each kind of commodity has step by step, fresh food must also be a day view, tide 
replace expired goods and defective, beverage and straighten logo must be in the face of the 
customer, have vacancies to fill, in order to meet the customer's business heart, internship benefit us 
a lot. Traditional Thai dance culture is a combination of softness and firmness. Traditional Thai dance 
pays attention to details and hand movements, and enjoys the reputation of art on the fingertips, 
presenting the intended meaning through movements.

In these 20 days, I learned the local culture, religion, art, architecture, history and language of 
Thailand. If I did not stand on this land, I would not know how special this country is. Roadside 
vendors everywhere can match the delicious food of restaurants, just like mole sister with a Michelin 
star. When she was called as a chef for the first time, her inner thoughts and attitude are always the 
same, which is to bring a meal to the customers and get every customer's smile. I believe that no 
matter what I do, I will do the same thing. It's like go, which starts with a courtesy and ends with a 
courtesy.

At the moment when the plane landed, I was very nervous and did not know whether I could adapt 
to the new environment and culture, but now I am quite sure that I have learned a lot of knowledge 
and cultural experience.

Thank CP ALL for giving us this opportunity to study in Thailand.
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On July 1, 2019, I started my internship in Bangkok. In fact, I didn't think much about it at that time. I just wanted to be successful
when I was studying in school. I had never been to Thailand before, and my first entry into Thailand was an internship.
Came to the PIM, one aircraft simulation cabin, let me have the opportunity to find out the captain in the driver's seat and the flight
attendant job environment, also learn about the process of enterprise development in school and Thailand's political, economic and
international relations, Thailand and the surrounding countries and Thailand's economic development, promote industrial
upgrading transformation of high-tech development, Thailand culture and the spread of Chinese language in Thailand. Then go to
learn when the enterprise development to a certain time, there will be many problems, know how to choose, to know how to
abandon the sute-ishi. This is very important for an enterprise to develop and march towards a higher goal.

In addition to understanding the local culture and development, I also learned some basic Thai language like greetings, greetings
and bargaining. I learned a lot from the teachers' enthusiastic teaching, and learned to sing roast chicken songs. I was very happy to
interact with Thai students. Then I learned traditional dances and made handmade notebooks.
I like Thai milk tea very much, and we also learned how to make Thai milk tea and TOM YUM KUNG, which tasted exactly like those
sold outside, or even better.

Must go to Thailand ICONSIAM, located next to the mother river, near the traffic is very convenient, with public transport BTS to link
to the main line, improve the quality of life around, ICONSIAM owns a hotel and an apartment building, which also make Thailand's
most distinctive water market, and combined with the many distinctive Thai food snacks, special vendor kiosks containing frozen
drinks and desserts, hyped, and the characteristics of its produce and crafts are included and the presence of a takashimaya
department store in Japan, Thailand's first APPLE stores, gardens and indoor garden, fun and interesting. Really change everyone to
shopping center impression, there are all kinds of boutique, here can be said to be my first ranking shopping center!

I came here as an intern at the 7-eleven, and the store manager and shop assistants were very kind to us. Although the store
manager could not speak Chinese, he could communicate with us in English, and showed us how to arrange the goods to give
customers a good impression. Moreover, I found that the most popular goods were water and refreshing drinks.
On July 11, I visited huawei's headquarters in Thailand and learned that they not only developed mobile phones and networks, but
also developed smart cities to observe the situation of various places through cameras and sensors, and to prevent crime and
control disasters in advance through big data analysis. In the afternoon, we visited the robot lab, assembled products by various
robots, and the eye-catching robot Hello Kitty. At last, introduce the general situation of Thailand, let me know that Thailand is
known as the world's kitchen and has the largest Chinatown, which allows local Chinese to integrate into the local society, and the
government is open to foreign investment, encourage foreign investment and give some relief, to create a fair competition market.

Later on his way to Pattaya visited the Siam Serpentarium, originally the snake mouth has three joints can open up to 180 degrees
let it can swallow a huge creature, leave snake garden, to the hotel, can't wait to go to play water and beach volleyball, It's dinner
time, while enjoying dinner enjoy windswept look at the sun, this is the happiest moment of my life, return trip to visit 7-eleven
flagship store, the design of the overall scale and integrated into the local culture, let you see the different culture can be integrated
into the convenience store.
thank the CP ALL help make the schedule smoothly.
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16 people in different departments together came to Thailand to spend 26 days in this is a huge challenge,
we must solve ALL problems with each other and help each other to know each other after 20 days up to
now I feel very satisfied, for the journey 7/1 food tasted the local feature of open a perfect start, 7/2 is the
understanding of the historical development of CP ALL company and Thailand at present, international
relations, economic and cultural background, 7/3 on go on go to classroom learning, learning on the go can
also be used in commercial attack can have different results from different ways, 7/4 to interact with
Thailand buddies to learn Thai, and learned from The game initiative to know, understand, think of some
way to solve The problem, here 7/5 ICONSIAM is The essence of The Bangkok area there are a lot of
department stores, 7/6 go to chatuchak fusion market to experience local delicacies and buy clothes, 7/7
we went to The Wat Pho to visit The whole temple is very big in mood letting a person is quiet night by boat
to The Asiatique The Riverfront sightseeing, 7/8 ~ 7/10 is to store internship because language problems in
the process of some setbacks but tourists in Thailand a lot so still will have to use English to reply, I also
realized that Thailand is a country smile the initiative and greet guests and make various services, 7/11 to
huawei's headquarters about their future development is not only mobile phone, network and intelligent
city, through the analysis of camera image with large data monitoring the safety of the city can make the
city better development, 7/12 in the PIM learn Thai dance we were divided into two groups for traditional
instruments and dance and crafts and visit the robot laboratory and laboratory classroom hotel, afternoon
classes of cognitive profile in Thailand for religious life need each boy put face impressive when a monk,
7/13 we went to the BIG C bought Thai snack foods and medicines, 7/14 body we went to the museum who
was converted from a hospital museum scary, 7/15 cooking lessons learned the Thai hot and sour soup and
Thai milk tea, Afternoon is to understand the current 7-11 Thailand general situation and development of
the current year growth for five hundreds but also close to the saturated while 7-11 are common in
Thailand but still need to strengthen services, like the convenience of service personnel I think system with
the panel will make human demand to reduce personnel costs, but 7-eleven has a special place in Thailand
is it combine with pharmacies sell some painkillers because Thailand's health is not very convenient, 7/16
Thailand FoJie we paid a visit to the temple to experience the local buddhist culture, 7/17 ~ 7/19 to Pattaya
visiting the Siamese snake park to understand the snake has the very high economic value, and after being
bitten by snakes don't use the mouth suck the poison out to play in three hours, serum and 7-11 flagship
store of the overall scale like a highway rest stop in Taiwan have to rest and seat of bread and hand bubble
beverage service, thank the CP ALL help make the schedule smoothly.
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The summer vacation of our third year in college was also the last summer vacation of 
our life. Sixteen students who were selected were not familiar with each other, so we 
set out for a one-month internship in Thailand to start our fantasy journey in Thailand.

In Thailand, P Ann took us to eat authentic Thai food, remember the first time to eat 
Tom Yum a sour and spicy, forget, really special, dessert is Thailand's most famous 
glutinous rice mango, desk next to our classmate of relief to eat mango no tie-in 
glutinous rice, made everyone laughed, and because of this, to get to know each 
other well.

The next day, we dressed in formal clothes and set off for the class at 
PIM( panyapiwat institute of management). At noon, we had school meals in the 
school, hainan chicken rice in Thailand, which was really cheap and delicious. Every 
few days, the most unforgettable one is the Thai, and Thai students in class together, 
at first the teacher teaches us, Thai, learned a lot of Thai words, then teach us chicken 
dance, everyone had a good time, and tried to jump, up to now, we need to return to 
Taiwan, mind or the presence of that song, I think this is the most unforgettable 
memories. Is go lessons, because the CP 7-11 exhibition shop is open a shop in go way, 
with the size of the opening mode and management concept, in the afternoon and 
chess game, move the whole day in the brain, then we go to CP building with our 
three days at 7-11 internships to wear uniforms, our English partners brother little 
summer, 7-11 took us to see their work in where, after a little summer evening 
brother took us to eat "old shandong" super authentic Chinese food.
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On our first holiday in Thailand, we went to JATUJAK WEEKEND MARKET, which was 
the size of several football fields. It was really cheap and easy to buy. We had been 
haggling for a long time. The next day, I went to the local Floating Market. What 
impressed me most was that I Fried Fried chicken on the boat and put the whole oil 
pan and gas on a small boat. I admired that very much.

Then open our practice is the most important three days, 7-11 stores practice, met 
with local people in the three days of communication, upstairs cooking lunch break to 
eat, to work the replenishment, understand the consumer behavior of the Thai 
people, in the morning, always buy energy drinks water collocation, noon can get 
some hot food, water or very sell like hot cakes, often filling water in cold storage, 
before the rush hours at noon, the microwave food supplement again, fifo, super 
important, in the afternoon to make up for some cold drinks, snacks, is also good, 
beverage, must the whole cup of ice, just right, Thailand 7-11 plastic bags are still 
provided free of charge, thus ending the three-day internship. I went to PIM every few 
days to learn how to cook authentic Tom Yum and Thai milk tea, and also learned 
traditional Thai dance.

On the second holiday, we went to Phuket, swimming in the pool, leaning on the edge 
of the pool, really relaxing.
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Again to be firm for three days we go to Pattaya, Pattaya is a resort in 
the afternoon, we went to the seaside, really very beautiful, I'll play  
beach volleyball on the beach, playing half to have a foreigner said to 
and we play together, international exchange, the day everyone well 
tanned, play very happy, night P Ann took us to a sea view restaurant 
for dinner, really super relaxation; The next day, I went to Pattaya 
flagship store, the largest 7-11 in Thailand, and visited there. On the 
third day, I visited the plastic factory. I was deeply impressed by the 
machines in the factory.

Actually, really flies, a month when people aren't familiar with, until 
now we each other together, playing experience to six rooms every 
night, go out to dinner in the evening, walk in the morning to go to 
work, holiday together go out to play, went to makro and big c shop, 
bought a lot of local snacks, Thailand to remember it for a month, really 
had a very substantial, is full of a lot of memories, I think it must be a 
lifetime of memories, give us the opportunity to thank CP group, can 
come to Thailand internship for a month, full of memories of the 
summer vacation in July.
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